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Abstract 

 

Title: Playing isn’t just for the kids: The Effects of Video Modeling on Adult Play 

Behavior 

Author: Grace Francine Boatman 

Principal Advisor: Dr. Catherine A. Nicholson 

 

 Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder lack appropriate play skills. To 

provide quality care to these children, practitioners who work with these children 

should be versed in how to play. The researchers for the current study used a 

multiple baseline design across stimulus sets. A pre-experimental assessment, 

naturalistic generalization probe, and a toy generalization probe were conducted 

prior to baseline. The baseline phase demonstrated the participant’s performance in 

playing with a confederate researcher. Task clarification represented the 

participant’s performance in playing with a confederate researcher after a verbal 

prompt to play more. The researchers implemented video modeling to increase the 

frequency of participants’ play behaviors and vocalizations during play. Results 

were not robust and the researchers discuss implications, limitations, and future 

directions for further research. Post-test probes included a naturalistic 

generalization probe, toy generalization probe, and 6 week maintenance probe.  
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 Playing isn’t just for the kids: The Effects of Video Modeling on Adult Play 

Behavior 

Children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often lack age-

appropriate play skills (American Psychiatric Association, 2018; Taylor, Levin, & 

Jasper, 1999; Wolfberg, 2009). For instance, they may engage in repetitive 

behaviors, such as repeatedly spinning the wheels on a toy car, rather than driving 

it around a toy track. They may additionally focus on set routines, such as picking 

up a baby doll and putting it to bed, or repeatedly flushing a play toilet in a 

dollhouse. Aberrant forms of play, and a lack of imaginary play, represent a few of 

the early noted signs of possible developmental delays. Sutton-Smith (1995) 

discusses how typically developing children view play as, “having fun, being 

outdoors, being with friends, choosing freely, not working, pretending, enacting 

fantasy and drama, and playing games.” With this viewpoint, some individuals 

argue that adults should not interfere with children’s play, and allow it to develop 

naturally (Sutton-Smith, 1995). For many typically developing children, play skills 

and social behavior are shaped up via natural contingencies in their environments. 

However, regarding the play behavior of children with ASD, adult interventions 

may be needed to aid these children so they can learn how to play. To do this 

effectively for children with ASD, practitioners need to understand how typically 
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developing children play. This way, children with ASD can learn how to play 

similarly to typically developing counterparts.  

Piaget (1951) discussed that infants explore their world in a manner that 

serves as a window on cognition development and intelligence. Champlin and 

Schissler (2017) also describe play, “as a child’s work that captures the child’s 

attention and interest, regardless of whatever else is going on or whoever else is 

present.” With this information, one might surmise that, since play expresses what 

children know, practitioners can evaluate children’s play and use the information as 

an assessment of the child’s knowledge (Lifter & Bloom, 1998). Through play, 

children acquire various skills critical to their development, including cognition and 

memory skills, school readiness, literacy development, social interaction skills, 

social competence, self-regulation, emotional control, fine and gross motor skills, 

and self-help skills and imagination (Baron-Cohen, 1987; Casby, 2003; Lifter, 

Ellis, Cannon, & Anderson, 2005; Rowe, 2010).  

When a child gains appropriate skills through play, unwanted or challenging 

behavior may concomitantly decrease (Lang et al., 2009). Play therefore allows for 

contextually relevant instructional opportunities for acquisition, maintenance, and 

generalization of other skills, which serve as learning opportunities for behaviors 

that would serve the same function as challenging behaviors (Barton & Wolery, 

2008; Champlin & Schissler, 2017).  
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Researchers report that children with disabilities spend more time in 

isolated play, make fewer attempts to initiate social interaction, are less likely to 

respond to the social initiations of others, and spend less overall time engaged in 

direct interaction with peers (McConnell, 2002). This brings to light a disadvantage 

many children with ASD face. If the child does not receive play behavior services 

the long-term effects of an impoverished play repertoire may continue to occur 

throughout social interactions later in life (Champlin & Schissler, 2017). For 

example, if a child plays by herself even when peers are present, and does not 

receive help on how to bid for play, e.g., asking, “Will you play dolls with me?”, 

she may later struggle to talk to her peers or engage in socially acceptable 

interactions such as taking turns. With appropriate training, prompting, and 

reinforcement, however, she may learn specific skills such as how to gain a peer’s 

attention, when to initiate a bid to play, and words to use to improve her play 

behaviors. 

Applied Behavior Analysis 

 Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is the science of the study of behavior 

(Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). There are several defining characteristics that 

set ABA apart from other sciences. Broadly, practitioners of ABA objectively 

define behaviors of social significance and implement interventions to improve 

behavior (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). The behavior change is verified by 
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showing a reliable relationship between the intervention and the behavior change 

over time, using repeated measures and research designs that allow for a 

demonstration of experimental control.   

Natural environment teaching. To promote skill acquisition and 

generalization in children with ASD, practitioners in ABA need to display 

versatility in how they play with toys and possess a large enough repertoire of play 

skills to model and to teach effectively. Playing with a child with ASD may 

additionally help build rapport with that child. For many ABA therapy sessions, 

practitioners teach play skills using Natural Environment Teaching (NET). Barbera 

and Rasmussen (2007) describe NET as planned, purposeful, and involving the 

capturing and contriving of motivation. Capturing motivation means to teach after a 

period of deprivation. An example of capturing motivation is to require a child to 

request their coat before going into the cold outside. Contriving motivation 

purposefully increases the value of the object/action to the individual by depriving 

the individual of the object/action. An example of contriving motivation is to 

provide vegetables and fish without a fork.  

NET may include strategies such as motivating the child to mand (i.e., to 

make a request), contriving situations for the child to fill in simple intraverbal 

responses (i.e., conversation skills), and practicing generalized tacts (i.e., labels). 

Barbera and Rasmussen (2007) report it may be difficult to implement NET 

procedures with rigorous integrity, because they typically involve momentary in 
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situ judgements by the therapists about when, how, where, and how often to 

provide instruction. The authors discuss that creativity is essential for NET because 

children can become bored with repetitive play actions and instead of engaging in 

fun, interactive play, they engage in rote responding (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007). 

Consider the following hypothetical arrangement: a staff member and child are 

playing with Play-Doh. The staff member selects the same shape molds to press the 

Play-Doh and prompts the child to place them into a scene during repeated play 

sessions. Over repeated exposures to this same type of behavior, the child may 

become bored and leave the play area, or engage in rote responding without 

encountering reinforcers through creative play.  

Staff training. Procedures derived from the science of ABA can aid in staff 

training. Previous studies have examined the effects of staff training on various 

behaviors. For instance, in a study by Johanning (2009), the researcher found role 

playing combined with feedback to be the most effective intervention to increase 

staff members’ behavior of using least-to-most prompting procedures. Other 

effective areas staff training include improving hotel banquet staff’s performance 

(LaFleur & Hyten, 1995), increasing antecedent and consequence use by 

supervisors teaching paraprofessionals (Fleming, Oliver, & Bolton, 1996), 

improving staff members’ interaction style with residents who have brain injuries 

(Guercio & Dixon, 2010), and improving the delivery of feedback and learning the 

principles of ABA (Haberlin, Beauchamp, Agnew, & O’Brien, 2012).  
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Video modeling. One component of staff training involves video modeling. 

The literature includes the following studies that provide support for using video 

modeling for staff training. Video modeling (VM) refers to video footage that 

shows desired behaviors for the viewer to engage in (Neff, Betz, Saini, & Henry, 

2017). Early staff training literature used video modeling. This early literature 

includes a study by Winett, Kramer, Walker, Malone, and Lane (1988), wherein the 

researchers used a between-subjects design, and the results demonstrated that VM 

was more effective than a videotaped lecture for modifying consumer food 

purchases. When Winett and colleagues (1988) combined feedback and goal setting 

with the videotape, the results were strong.  

Video modeling in human services settings. The following studies have 

described the use of video modeling to train staff working in human service settings 

(e.g., groups homes, hospitals, and schools) to correctly implement various 

procedures.  

Neef, Trachtenberg, Loeb, and Sterner (1991) conducted two studies to 

evaluate a video-based instructional package for training respite care providers and 

the role of presentation format as a contextual variable. The target respite behaviors 

included skills in the areas of preparation, daily routines, behavior management, 

physical/medical management, emergencies, and parent return. The researchers 

defined the presentation format as viewing the videotapes alone, with a partner, or 

in a structured group training format (Neef et al., 1991). Study one assessed the 
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performance of the participants in a contrived setting. Study two of this study (Neef 

et al., 1991) was designed to be a clinical replication of study one. Once mastery 

criteria was demonstrated for all skills in the contrived setting, performance was 

assessed in an actual respite care situation. The results of both studies indicated that 

for most participants, performance of the target behaviors greatly increased after 

the video-based training (Neef et al., 1991). The only area which did not greatly 

increase was the skill area of parent interaction. These results add to the literature 

of using video modeling in staff training and supporting that adult behavior can be 

changed through video modeling.  

More recent literature about staff training using video modeling includes a 

study by DiGennaro-Reed, Codding, Catania, and Maguire (2010). DiGennaro-

Reed and colleagues (2010) extended the literature by producing and maintaining 

high levels of integrity during treatment of problem behavior and examining the 

impact of individualized video modeling and direct performance feedback on 

procedural implementation. Williams and Gallinat (2011) assessed the 

effectiveness of observers evaluating specific sets of teaching skill performances 

(e.g., “Are all the work materials — training stimuli, readily available and secured 

by the trainer?” and “Were all of the steps delivered in order?”). The researchers 

used videotapes to show the teaching skill performances. Then, different videotapes 

portrayed the participants’ own performance of those specific teaching skills and 

other’s performance of the teaching skills. The researchers made a comparison 
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between the relative effectiveness of participants judging the correctness of their 

own videotape performance as opposed to other’s videotape performances 

(Williams & Gallinat, 2011). Results from the survey given to participants upon 

completion suggested that although participants preferred watching a videotape of 

someone else, they better understood how to conduct DTI programs after watching 

and evaluating themselves (Williams & Gallinat, 2011). The survey results also 

suggested that participants preferred video modeling evaluation compared to 

supervisor feedback (Williams & Gallinat, 2011).  

A study published in 2012 by Vladescu, Carroll, Paden, and Kodak 

replicated and extended previous research on the use of VM with voiceover 

instruction to train staff to implement DTI. Following a similar intervention, 

Deliperi, Vladescu, Reeve, Reeve, and DeBar (2015) examined the effectiveness of 

video modeling with voiceover instruction to train staff to conduct a paired-

stimulus preference assessment. Another study by Loughrey, Marshall, Bellizzi, 

and Wilder (2013) examined the effectiveness of video modeling, prompting, and 

feedback in increasing employees’ offerings of credit card accounts to customers in 

a retail setting.  

Nielsen, Sigurdsson, and Austin (2009) assessed video scoring and 

feedback about scoring as a safety intervention among six nurses. The target 

behavior for this study was safe patient lifts, which the participants engaged in 

daily. The phases included information, video scoring, feedback, and withdrawal. 
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During baseline, the researchers recorded the participants engaging in patient lifts. 

The information phase included a researcher reading an informational script about 

safe patient lifts to the participants. Each participant received a checklist and 

definitions of the components of the lift behavior, which they would be scoring 

from a video model (Nielsen et al., 2009). The participants then individually 

watched multiple videos of a confederate performing the lift behavior and scored a 

checklist for each video. For each video checklist, the participants received private 

feedback. If the item on the checklist was scored correctly, the researcher provided 

verbal agreement and praise, and if the item was scored incorrectly, the research 

identified it and explained the correct score (Nielsen et al., 2009). The feedback 

phase consisted of a researcher meeting with a participant individually at the 

beginning of the shift and discussing the patient lifts which were scored from the 

previous shift (Nielsen et al., 2009). The participant did not watch and score videos 

during this phase. The results of the six participants were idiosyncratic, suggesting 

that the interventions of information, video scoring, and feedback may all increase 

safe patient lifts (Nielsen et al., 2009).  

Catania, Almeida, Liu-Constant, and DiGennaro Reed (2009) found video 

modeling to be an efficient and accurate procedure to train three direct-care staff to 

implement discrete trial instruction. This study took place at a private school for 

children and young adults with autism. During baseline, the researchers provided a 

brief explanation of the lesson plan, without providing instruction on how to 
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conduct DTI. Each participant then taught one of the researchers using the provided 

lesson plan. Each participant conducted one supervised session with a student. The 

purpose of this session was to investigate whether or not the implementation of the 

lesson plan generalized, or stayed the same, when teaching students. After baseline, 

the researchers implemented a video model to teach DTI of the same task presented 

in the original lesson plan. The video model included a brief introduction of the 

video, a visual depiction of two researchers simulating the teacher and student 

behavior, and a vocal explanation of each of the modeled skills (Catania et al., 

2009). The researchers asked each participant to use DTI for the same tasks 

presented in baseline within 10 min of watching the video model.  

After the participants’ data showed stability, generalization and 

maintenance probes were recorded. A generalization probe across tasks was 

recorded by asking the participant to run a receptive task, meaning there were 

multiple items placed out in an array and the participant said, “Give me…(item)” 

and an expressive task, meaning the participant asked, “What is it?” (Catania et al., 

2009). The researchers conducted a maintenance probe to assess the extent to 

which teaching behaviors were maintained over time without the video model 

present.  

The results of Catania and colleagues (2009), support using video modeling 

to train direct-care staff to implement DTI procedures. The baseline data of the 

participants performing DTI skills correctly was 48%, 21%, and 63%. After video 
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modeling, the participants’ performance increased to 98%, 85%, and 94%. To 

support using video modeling more during training, the results of the 1-week 

follow-up probe showed continued high levels of performance (Catania et al., 

2009). 

Ultimately, researchers have used video modeling since the 1980s and it 

continues to be an effective intervention today. Video modeling has shown to be 

effective for teaching adults desired behaviors. Another domain in which video 

modeling can be effective is that of teaching children. 

Video modeling used to teach children. While the current study focuses on 

teaching staff how to play, it is noteworthy to discuss previous research where the 

focus was to teach children. Specifically, the following studies used video 

modeling to teach children.  

One study most related to the proposed study is MacManus, MacDonald, 

and Ahearn (2015). These researchers combined video modeling and matrix 

training to teach children with autism to engage in sequences of play with 30 

vocalizations and 40 actions (MacManus et al., 2015). Matrix training involves 

teaching some target behaviors, but not all (Schumaker & Sherman, 1970). The 

target behaviors that are not directly taught, are tested for generative responding 

later. Meaning, these untaught target behaviors have not occurred previously, nor 

have been directly trained, but are related to other target behaviors which have been 

trained (Schumaker & Sherman, 1970). The results supported that after training on 
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three video modeling play scenarios; the participants emitted learned vocalizations 

and actions across previously unlearned combinations of play sets and materials 

(MacManus et al., 2015). Additionally, the results showed that after video 

modeling began, novel play emerged for all participants (MacManus et al., 2015).  

Prior research has supported the use of video modeling for staff training and 

specifically, for staff training in human service settings. Research also supports the 

use of video modeling to teach children. However, there is limited research 

surrounding the support of video modeling to teach adults how to play. With 

behavior analysts facing the difficult task of teaching their staff how to play and 

perhaps even teaching themselves how to play, this lack of research is a concern. 

This proposed study aims to combat this lack of research by examining the effects 

of video modeling on adult play behavior.   

Method 

Participants 

There were four people who participated in this study. Black Widow, 

Captain Marvel, and Gamora completed the entirety of the study; we chose to drop 

Thor due to no visual change in the data after the intervention was implemented. 

The researchers did not discriminate against any participant based on age, race, 

religion, sex, sexual orientation, or national origin. While this study utilized the 
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principles of behavior from Applied Behavior Analysis and Organizational 

Behavior Management, participants did not have to be enrolled in an ABA or OBM 

program to participate, nor did participants have to be currently working in an ABA 

nor OBM position to participate. 

Black Widow was a 27 year-old Irish and English-American woman who 

was enrolled in a Master of Science program in Applied Behavior Analysis. She 

was certified as a Registered Behavior Technician (RBT) during the course of this 

study. She had been working with children for 15 years and specifically with 

children with autism for 5 years prior to the onset of this study. She volunteered to 

participate in this study after hearing about it through word of mouth.  

Captain Marvel was a 23 year-old white American woman who was 

enrolled in a Master of Science program in Applied Behavior Analysis. She was 

certified as a RBT during the course of this study. She had been working with 

children for 12 years and specifically with children with autism for 1 year prior to 

the onset of this study. Her supervisor nominated her for participation in this study 

to help improve her implementation of natural environment training.  

Gamora was a 25 year-old white American woman who was enrolled in a 

Master of Science program in Applied Behavior Analysis and Organizational 

Behavior Management.  She had been working with children for 3 years and within 

the field of ABA for 4 years prior to the onset of this study. She volunteered to 

participate in this study after hearing about it through word of mouth.  
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Thor was a 46 year-old Jewish/Middle Eastern woman. She was certified as 

a Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) during the course of this study. She 

had been working with children on and off for 25 years and specifically with 

children with autism on and off for 18 years prior to the onset of this study. A 

colleague nominated her to participate in this study to help improve her 

implementation of natural environment training.  

Participants were recruited through emails sent over a university email 

system and word of mouth. Each participant was able to read the informed consent 

form and ask questions before signing the informed consent form. At the initiation 

of the study, the participants were only told that the researchers were examining 

adult interactions with children, but they were not told that play was being targeted 

specifically. The purpose of the partial deception was to obtain a true baseline of 

how participants would behave in a natural setting.  

Setting and Materials 

This study was conducted in a research room in the Psychology department 

and a research room with an observation window at an autism treatment center, 

both located within a university in the southeastern United States. The materials 

needed for this study were pens or pencils, clipboards, a video recording device, 

data sheets, tally counters, timers, a MotivAider (i.e., a time interval tracking 

device), and toys for each stimulus-set.  
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Stimulus-set toys. The Play-Doh stimuli presented in the video model were 

a set of ten 2-ounce cans of different colored Play-Doh, 28 Play-Doh accessories 

including rollers, Play-Doh cutters, molds, mini plates, mini ice cream cups, mini 

ice cream cones, and mold cutters. The generalization stimuli for the Play-Doh 

category were four different colored sets of Kinetic Foam. 

The Little People: Zoo stimuli presented in the video model were a set of 

three whales, one octopus, one rabbit, two flamingos, two bears, one tiger, one 

penguin, two elephants, one gorilla, one polar bear, one pig, one ostrich, one lion, 

six Little People characters, and one zoo themed plastic set. The generalization 

stimuli for the Little People: Zoo was a Little People: Disney themed set. The 

generalization stimuli included one Rapunzel, one Jasmine, two Belle characters, 

two beast characters, two Aurora characters, two Cinderella characters, one 

Merryweather fairy, one Flora fairy, one Fauna fairy, one Aladdin, one Prince 

Charming, one Ariel, one Tiana, one Snow White, one generic Disney themed 

character, and one Walt Disney World themed plastic set which included the 

teacups, Dumbo, and It’s A Small World.  

The train set stimuli presented in the video model were a set of 13 wooden 

train tracks, 11 magnetic train cars, one train accessory, nine wooden trees, eight 

wooden traffic safety signs, two wooden lights, five wooden cars, one wooden fire 

station, one wooden hospital, three wooden police officers, two wooden nurses, and 
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one wooden dog. The generalization stimuli for the train set category were 38 

different vehicles including helicopters, trucks, and cars. 

The wooden building blocks stimuli presented in the video model were a set 

of 40 wooden blocks including arches, pillars, rectangular blocks, square blocks, 

and triangles. The generalization stimuli for the wooden building blocks was a 

Lego set of 92 Lego blocks of multiple sizes and two Lego cars. 

Experimental Design 

A multiple baseline across stimulus sets design was used to examine the 

effects of video modeling across different categories of play behaviors. This design 

entails staggering the intervention for each stimulus set at different points in time 

(Kazdin, 2011). Each participant was exposed to all three stimulus sets in baseline, 

but only saw the video model for one stimulus set at a time once the intervention 

phase began. In a multiple baseline design, experimental control is said to be 

demonstrated when the data maintain the same level throughout baseline until the 

intervention was implemented. If similar results are seen across stimulus sets, 

meaning that the intervention affected behavior across stimulus sets only when the 

video model is introduced, then replication has been shown within the design.  

Independent variable. The independent variable was a video model with 

voiceover instruction and on-screen textual prompts. The scripted actions and 
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vocalizations in the video model were based on observations of typically 

developing children playing (See Appendix A for an example). 

Dependent variables and measures. The dependent variables for this 

study included the frequency of different scripted play actions, different scripted 

vocalizations, different unscripted play actions, and different unscripted 

vocalizations across different types of toys.  

Scripted play actions. Scripted play actions were operationally defined as 

any motor response the participant executed with the stimuli that matched the 

motor response modeled in the video model and resulted in the same change in the 

environment as seen in the model; and any gross motor or fine motor action that 

matched the motor response modeled in the video model (MacDonald, Sacramone, 

Mansfield, Wiltz, & Ahearn, 2009). An example of a scripted play action was the 

participant making two characters go on a magic carpet ride which matched the 

modeled scripted play action in the video model of the researcher making two 

characters go on a magic carpet ride. A non-example is the participant rolling a 

cylindrical block when that play action was not modeled in the video model. 

Repetitions of scripted play actions were not scored twice.  

Scripted vocalizations. Scripted vocalizations were operationally defined as 

statements which matched the statements in the video model (MacDonald, 

Sacramone, Mansfield, Wiltz, & Ahearn, 2009). Statements that were similar to the 

modeled behavior, but not identical, were scored as a scripted vocalization. This 
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included the substitution or omission of a word. Repetitions of already stated 

vocalizations were not scored twice. An example of a scripted vocalization was the 

participant stating, “Put Ariel in the teacup!” which matched the modeled scripted 

vocalization of, “Put Ariel in the teacup!” An example of a vocalization including a 

substitution of a word of the example is, “Put Belle in the teacup!” A non-example 

of a scripted vocalization is the participant stating, “Cinderella lost her shoe!” when 

that statement was not said in the video model.  

Unscripted play actions. Unscripted play actions were operationally defined 

as motor responses that were not modeled in the video model (MacDonald et al., 

2009). This included any gross or fine motor actions. An example of an unscripted 

play action was the participant manipulating a character to jump up and down when 

that play action was not modeled in the video model. A non-example was the 

participant manipulating an animal to swing in the tree when manipulating an 

animal to swing in the tree was modeled in the video model.  

Unscripted vocalizations. Unscripted vocalizations were operationally 

defined as vocalizations that were not modeled in the video model (MacDonald et 

al., 2009). An example of an unscripted vocalization was the participant stating, 

“I’m going to knock this house over” when that vocalization was not modeled in 

the video model. A non-example is if the participant states, “I’m building a house” 

when that vocalization was modeled in the video model.  
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Data sheets contained each scripted play action and scripted vocalization 

listed in the order in which it was demonstrated in the video model. Additionally, 

there was a column for recording unscripted play actions and unscripted 

vocalizations that the participant emitted but were not listed on the data sheet 

(adapted from MacDonald et al., 2009). The order of actions and vocalizations was 

irrelevant for scoring responses. In other words, participants were not required to 

demonstrate the modeled play actions and vocalizations in the order shown in the 

video model. 

Interobserver agreement. A second researcher independently collected 

data on participant responses for 37.72% of sessions across all participants and 

experimental phases. Data were collected either live or from videos of the sessions. 

The data from the two observers were compared to yield an interobserver 

agreement (IOA) score. Total count IOA was used to determine IOA for this study 

(Kazdin, 2011). This was calculated by using the total number of responses 

recorded by two observers. The smaller total count was divided by the larger total 

count and multiplied by 100 to obtain the IOA score (Kazdin, 2011). In Captain 

Marvel’s sessions, IOA was collected for 38% of sessions with a mean of 89.52% 

reliability for total actions (range= 80-100) and 91.39% reliability for total 

vocalizations (range= 81-100). In Gamora’s sessions, IOA was collected for 

39.47% of sessions with a mean of 90.20% reliability for total actions (range= 80-

100) and 90.53% reliability for total vocalizations (range= 82-100). In Black 
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Widow’s sessions, IOA was collected for 35.71% of sessions with a mean of 

89.25% reliability for total actions (range= 80-100) and 87.20% reliability for total 

vocalizations (range= 80-100).   

Treatment fidelity. A second researcher used a checklist to score the 

primary researcher’s implementation of procedures during a minimum of 33% of 

sessions across all participants and phases of the study. See Appendix B for an 

example of the treatment integrity checklist. All researchers who collected data for 

this study were trained how to run sessions, collect data, conduct and calculate 

IOA, and score the treatment fidelity checklist before they assisted with the study. 

We scored the treatment integrity checklist in 100% of sessions, resulting in an 

average of 99.89% integrity (range = 90 - 100). In Captain Marvel’s sessions, 

treatment integrity was collected for 100% of sessions with an average of 99.62% 

integrity. Gamora’s sessions had treatment integrity collected for 100% of sessions 

with an average of 100% integrity. Lastly, treatment integrity was collected in 

100% of Black Widow’s sessions with an average of 100% integrity.  

Procedure 

Sessions. Participants were scheduled for training one to five times per 

week, depending on availability. Three to ten 3-min sessions were conducted 

during each scheduled appointment. To minimize the possibility that participants 

would learn play skills from interacting with real children, an adult researcher 
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played the part of a child during all sessions, except as noted below. To simulate 

how a child with autism may behave, the confederate did not engage in appropriate 

spontaneous play with the stimuli. However, the confederate engaged in 

stereotypical play (e.g., looking at objects out of the corner of the eye, lining toys 

up, and engaging in repetitive movements) and imitated appropriate modeled play 

executed by the participant.  

At the onset of each session, the participant entered a room containing one 

of the target stimulus sets and a confederate or a real child. The researcher gave an 

instruction, then observed interactions from behind a one-way mirror. After 3 min 

elapsed, the researcher ended the session and the participant received a short break.  

Pre-experimental assessment. Sessions were conducted to identify deficits 

in play behaviors. These sessions were run as described above, with the researcher 

giving the instruction “Go interact with the child,” then leaving the room to watch 

the session from behind a one-way mirror. Different stimulus sets rotated in each 

session (e.g., Play-Doh, action figures, letters). The three stimulus sets that evoked 

the lowest frequency of play behavior were selected for intervention. See Table 1 

for the selected stimulus sets with the corresponding play behaviors and 

vocalizations.  

 Baseline. Baseline sessions were conducted in the same manner described 

in the session description. Further, the researcher gave the instruction, “Go interact 
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with the child,” then left the room to watch the session from behind a one-way 

mirror. No training or feedback was provided to the participants. 

Task Clarification. This condition was conducted in the same manner 

described above; however, at the start of each session, the researcher said, “Try to 

play some more.” The purpose of this condition was to determine whether a verbal 

prompt alone would increase behavior to desirable levels. In addition, if 

participants did not get a prompt, but increased play behavior after watching the 

video models, it would be difficult to determine whether the increase in behavior 

was due to the verbal prompt or the modeling depicted in the video.  

Video model. The video model condition was conducted in the same 

manner as described above. Prior to each session, the participant watched a video 

showing the experimenter modeling how to play with the stimuli that were targeted 

in that session. Each video depicted multiple play schemes to execute with the 

specific toy set. In the trains toy set, the video showed putting the tracks together, 

racing the trains, getting stuck under the train track bridge, and acting out street 

signs (e.g., stop and go at the stop sign). The Little People: Zoo set video portrayed 

placing animals on the toy set, feeding the animals, finding an animal after it 

escaped from the zoo, making animal noises, and acting out animal actions. The 

wooden blocks video depicted building a house, pretending to place furniture in the 

house, building a garage, building a car wash, singing songs, and building a pirate 
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ship. At the beginning of each session, the researcher said, “Go interact with the 

child,” then left the room to watch the session from behind a one-way mirror. 

Video Model + Feedback. The video model + feedback condition was 

conducted in the same manner as described above. This condition was different in 

that, after watching the video model, the researcher provided feedback based on the 

participant’s behavior in the previous session with the same stimulus set. For 

instance, if a participant received feedback in session 21, the feedback was based 

off the observed behaviors of the participant in session 20. Feedback consisted of 

three actions the participant did well in the previous session followed by the 

primary researcher stating, “This time I want you to do multiple and different 

actions related to the toys. You can repeat previous play and add new play”. The 

feedback was altered for each new session depending on the skills displayed by the 

participant in the prior session. This allowed for individualized feedback for the 

participant.  

Naturalistic generalization probes. Generalization probes were conducted 

prior to baseline and after the intervention had been completed for each participant. 

During these sessions, a real child sat in the room with the participant. The purpose 

of these sessions was to evaluate the extent to which participants were able to 

generalize play skills to sessions to a real child.  

Toy generalization probes. Toy generalization probes were conducted 

prior to and after intervention was completed for each participant. In these sessions, 
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stimuli which were functionally similar to those targeted in the video model were 

presented. For example, wooden blocks were the target toy in the video model and 

Legos were used for the toy generalization probe. 

Maintenance probes. A six-week follow-up probe was conducted to 

determine the extent to which participants retained an increase in play behaviors. 

These probes were conducted under baseline conditions. 

Social validity. The researchers administered a social validity survey at the 

completion of the study (See Appendix C). All participants were asked to rate 

opinion statements using a Likert Scale. The Likert Scale included the values 

“strongly agree,” “somewhat agree,” “somewhat disagree,” “strongly disagree,” 

and “not applicable.” There were also three open-ended questions at the end of the 

survey.  

Results 

Captain Marvel 

Train set. Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 15.33 (range 15-16) 

unscripted vocalizations in the baseline phase, 18 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 19 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 18.33 (range = 17-19) in the task clarification phase, 17.4 (range = 9-28) in 

the video modeling phase, 25 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization 
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probe, and 32 in the toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 4.93 scripted 

actions (range = 0-10) in the video modeling phase. Captain Marvel emitted a mean 

of 6.66 unscripted actions (range = 6-7) in the baseline phase, 3 in the pre-

experimental naturalization generalization probe, 4 in the pre-experimental toy 

generalization probe, 5 (range = 4-6) in the task clarification phase, 6.8 (range = 2-

15) in the video modeling phase, 16 in the post-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, and 14 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. 

Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 6.86 scripted vocalizations related to train play 

(range = 0-16) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 24.26 combined 

scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 17-44) and 11.73 combined scripted 

and unscripted actions (range = 6-20) in the video modeling phase. She emitted 24 

unscripted vocalizations and 11 unscripted actions when a six-week follow-up 

probe was conducted. These scores remained in range of her performance during 

video modeling.   

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 37 (range = 29-45) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 37 (range = 32-40) in the task clarification phase, and 45.66 (range 

= 38-57) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 17 (range = 15-18) 
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total actions in the baseline phase, 12.33 (range = 11-14) in the task clarification 

phase, and 24.93 (range = 14-31) in the video modeling phase. 

Wooden blocks. Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 17.66 (range 15-20) 

unscripted vocalizations in the baseline phase, 10 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 16 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 17.63 (range = 12-24) in the task clarification phase, 21.29 (range = 9-29) in 

the video modeling phase, 29 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization 

probe, and 24 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a 

mean of 6 scripted actions (range = 2-10) in the video modeling phase. Captain 

Marvel emitted a mean of 7 unscripted actions (range = 5-8) in the baseline phase, 

6 in the pre-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 3 in the pre-

experimental toy generalization probe, 6.5 (range = 3-9) in the task clarification 

phase, 10.14 (range = 5-15) in the video modeling phase, 10 in the post-

experimental naturalization generalization probe, and 11 in the post-experimental 

toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 7.86 scripted vocalizations related 

to block play (range = 2-14) in the video modeling phase. Captain Marvel emitted a 

mean of 29.14 combined scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 20-37) and 

16.14 combined scripted and unscripted actions (range = 15-20) in the video 

modeling phase. Captain Marvel emitted 26 unscripted vocalizations and 17 

unscripted actions when a six-week follow-up probe was conducted. Unscripted 
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vocalizations remained in range of her scores during video modeling, while 

unscripted actions were slightly above her scores during video modeling.  

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 31.66 (range = 29-33) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 36.75 (range = 23-56) in the task clarification phase, and 45.14 

(range = 39-51) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 13.33 (range = 

8-17) total actions in the baseline phase, 21.88 (range = 13-35) in the task 

clarification phase, and 26.14 (range = 21-32) in the video modeling phase. 

Little People. Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 18.66 (range 15-24) 

unscripted vocalizations in the baseline phase, 16 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 14 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 23.16 (range = 18-28) in the task clarification phase, 24.50 (range = 17-33) 

in the video modeling phase, 30 in the post-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, and 17 in the toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 

3.5 scripted actions (range = 1-5) in the video modeling phase. Captain Marvel 

emitted a mean of 6 unscripted actions (range = 5-8) in the baseline phase, 6 in the 

pre-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 6 in the pre-experimental toy 

generalization probe, 10.08 (range = 5-15) in the task clarification phase, 7.83 

(range = 5-12) in the video modeling phase, 14 in the post-experimental 
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naturalization generalization probe, and 9 in the post-experimental toy 

generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 4.66 scripted vocalizations related to 

zoo play (range = 3-8) in the video modeling phase. Captain Marvel emitted a mean 

of 29.16 combined scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 22-36) and 11.33 

combined scripted and unscripted actions (range = 9-15) in the video modeling 

phase. Captain Marvel emitted 24 unscripted vocalizations and 11 unscripted 

actions when a six-week follow-up probe was conducted. These scores remained in 

range of her performance during video modeling.  

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Captain Marvel emitted a mean of 39 (range = 38-40) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 41.66 (range = 31-56) in the task clarification phase, and 44.16 

(range = 38-54) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 8.33 (range = 

7-10) total actions in the baseline phase, 17 (range = 11-26) in the task clarification 

phase, and 21.33 (range = 14-24) in the video modeling phase. 

Gamora 

Train set. Gamora emitted a mean of 16.2 (range 14-19) unscripted 

vocalizations in the baseline phase, 13 in the pre-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, 3 in the pre-experimental toy generalization probe, 15.6 
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(range = 14-19) in the task clarification phase, 13.25 (range = 7-20) in the video 

modeling phase, 24 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 

and 23 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 

4.33 scripted actions (range = 3-6) in the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted a 

mean of 5.4 unscripted actions (range = 3-7) in the baseline phase, 5 in the pre-

experimental naturalization generalization probe, 16 in the pre-experimental toy 

generalization probe, 5.6 (range = 5-6) in the task clarification phase, 5.5 (range = 

2-8) in the video modeling phase, 8 in the post-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, and 11 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She 

emitted a mean of 6.58 scripted vocalizations related to train play (range = 4-11) in 

the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted a mean of 19.83 combined scripted and 

unscripted vocalizations (range = 12-25) and 9.83 combined scripted and 

unscripted actions (range = 6-12) in the video modeling phase. She emitted 23 

unscripted vocalizations and 11 unscripted actions when a six-week follow-up 

probe was conducted. These scores were both above her scores during video 

modeling. 

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Gamora emitted a mean of 21.6 (range = 15-24) total vocalizations in the baseline 

phase, 29.4 (range = 23-39) in the task clarification phase, and 34.16 (range = 29-
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39) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 15.6 (range = 11-20) total 

actions in the baseline phase, 13.2 (range = 10-17) in the task clarification phase, 

and 22.83 (range = 17-27) in the video modeling phase. 

Wooden blocks. Gamora emitted a mean of 11.8 (range 9-15) unscripted 

vocalizations in the baseline phase, 10 in the pre-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, 16 in the pre-experimental toy generalization probe, 15 (range 

= 9-21) in the task clarification phase, 18.43 (range = 11-22) in the video modeling 

phase, 16 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, and 21 in 

the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 2.86 scripted 

actions (range = 1-4) in the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted a mean of 4.2 

unscripted actions (range = 3-6) in the baseline phase, 3 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 4 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 6.76 (range = 4-10) in the task clarification phase, 8.71 (range = 6-13) in the 

video modeling phase, 9 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization 

probe, and 13 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a 

mean of 3.86 scripted vocalizations related to block play (range = 1-8) in the video 

modeling phase. Gamora emitted a mean of 22.29 combined scripted and 

unscripted vocalizations (range = 13-30) and 11.57 combined scripted and 

unscripted actions (range = 8-15) in the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted 30 

unscripted vocalizations and 12 unscripted actions when a six-week follow-up 

probe was conducted. Unscripted vocalizations were above that of her scores 
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during video modeling, while unscripted actions were within range of her scores 

during video modeling.  

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Gamora emitted a mean of 21 (range = 16-27) total vocalizations in the baseline 

phase, 29.76 (range = 23-40) in the task clarification phase, and 29.29 (range = 22-

36) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 9 (range = 7-12) total 

actions in the baseline phase, 19.12 (range = 8-32) in the task clarification phase, 

and 16.43 (range = 10-32) in the video modeling phase. 

Little People. Gamora emitted a mean of 13.2 (range 10-16) unscripted 

vocalizations in the baseline phase, 10 in the pre-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, 18 in the pre-experimental toy generalization probe, 16.4 

(range = 11-23) in the task clarification phase, 11.1 (range = 7-19) in the video 

modeling phase, 13 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 

and 19 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 4.5 

scripted actions (range = 3-10) in the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted a 

mean of 4.8 unscripted actions (range = 2-7) in the baseline phase, 3 in the pre-

experimental naturalization generalization probe, 5 in the pre-experimental toy 

generalization probe, 6.9 (range = 3-10) in the task clarification phase, 5.2 (range = 

2-7) in the video modeling phase, 7 in the post-experimental naturalization 
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generalization probe, and 12 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She 

emitted a mean of 6 scripted vocalizations related to zoo play (range = 3-11) in the 

video modeling phase. Gamora emitted a mean of 17.1 combined scripted and 

unscripted vocalizations (range = 12-23) and 9.7 combined scripted and unscripted 

actions (range = 5-17) in the video modeling phase. Gamora emitted 25 unscripted 

vocalizations and 10 unscripted actions when a six-week follow-up probe was 

conducted. These scores were both above her scores during video modeling.  

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Gamora emitted a mean of 26.4 (range = 20-36) total vocalizations in the baseline 

phase, 29.8 (range = 24-35) in the task clarification phase, and 39.2 (range = 32-51) 

in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 12 (range = 9-16) total actions 

in the baseline phase, 20.1 (range = 12-30) in the task clarification phase, and 22.4 

(range = 15-29) in the video modeling phase. 

Black Widow 

Train set. Black Widow emitted a mean of 18.5 (range 16-20) unscripted 

vocalizations in the baseline phase, 18 in the pre-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, 17 in the pre-experimental toy generalization probe, 19.33 

(range = 18-20) in the task clarification phase, 22.66 (range = 16-31) in the video 
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modeling phase, 23 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 

and 31 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 

3.11 scripted actions (range = 0-5) in the video modeling phase. Black Widow 

emitted a mean of 3.75 unscripted actions (range = 3-5) in the baseline phase, 4 in 

the pre-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 3 in the pre-experimental 

toy generalization probe, 4.66 (range = 2-8) in the task clarification phase, 6.33 

(range = 3-14) in the video modeling phase, 8 in the post-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, and 8 in the post-experimental toy 

generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 4.44 scripted vocalizations related to 

train play (range = 1-8) in the video modeling phase. Black Widow emitted a mean 

of 27.11 combined scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 20-36) and 9.44 

combined scripted and unscripted actions (range = 3-17) in the video modeling 

phase. 

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Black Widow emitted a mean of 44 (range = 41-47) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 47.66 (range = 41-53) in the task clarification phase, and 45.66 

(range = 40-53) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 8 (range = 4-

12) total actions in the baseline phase, 11.33 (range = 3-21) in the task clarification 

phase, and 22.55 (range = 5-37) in the video modeling phase. 
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Wooden blocks. Black Widow emitted a mean of 17.5 (range 11-23) 

unscripted vocalizations in the baseline phase, 17 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 16 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 19.88 (range = 13-30) in the task clarification phase, 28.25 (range = 10-41) 

in the video modeling phase, 27.33 (range = 26-28) in the video modeling + 

feedback phase, 28 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, 

and 25 in the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 

0.75 scripted actions (range = 0-2) in the video modeling phase and 2 (range = 0-5) 

in the video modeling + feedback phase. Black Widow emitted a mean of 6.75 

unscripted actions (range = 5-9) in the baseline phase, 8 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 3 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 6.22 (range = 3-11) in the task clarification phase, 10.5 (range = 8-14) in the 

video modeling phase, 7.66 (range = 4-11) in the video modeling + feedback phase, 

11 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, and 7 in the post-

experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 1.25 scripted 

vocalizations related to block play (range = 0-3) in the video modeling phase and 1 

(range = 0-2) in the video modeling + feedback phase. Black Widow emitted a 

mean of 29.5 combined scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 13-41) and 

11.25 combined scripted and unscripted actions (range = 10-15) in the video 

modeling phase. 
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Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Black Widow emitted a mean of 38 (range = 33-43) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 41.66 (range = 31-57) in the task clarification phase, and 36.75 

(range = 28-40) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 18 (range = 

12-23) total actions in the baseline phase, 21.33 (range = 13-35) in the task 

clarification phase, and 18 (range = 15-20) in the video modeling phase. 

Little People. Black Widow emitted a mean of 17.5 (range 14-25) 

unscripted vocalizations in the baseline phase, 15 in the pre-experimental 

naturalization generalization probe, 17 in the pre-experimental toy generalization 

probe, 19.33 (range = 16-26) in the task clarification phase, 21.6 (range = 15-26) in 

the video modeling phase, 30.66 (range = 28-32) in the video modeling + feedback 

phase, 24 in the post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, and 25 in 

the post-experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 1.8 scripted 

actions (range = 0-3) in the video modeling phase and 2.66 (range = 0-6) in the 

video modeling + feedback phase. Black Widow emitted a mean of 2 unscripted 

actions (range = 0-4) in the baseline phase, 4 in the pre-experimental naturalization 

generalization probe, 2 in the pre-experimental toy generalization probe, 6.33 

(range = 3-12) in the task clarification phase, 5.4 (range = 3-8) in the video 

modeling phase, 12 (range = 7-18) in the video modeling + feedback phase, 6 in the 
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post-experimental naturalization generalization probe, and 7 in the post-

experimental toy generalization probe. She emitted a mean of 2.6 scripted 

vocalizations related to zoo play (range = 0-5) in the video modeling phase and 

4.33 (range = 0-7) in the video modeling + feedback phase. Black Widow emitted a 

mean of 24.2 combined scripted and unscripted vocalizations (range = 19-29) and 

7.2 combined scripted and unscripted actions (range = 4-11) in the video modeling 

phase. 

Frequency data were also collected for every vocalization and every action 

engaged in during each session. These data reflect every vocalization and every 

action, regardless of whether or not the participant already engaged in the behavior. 

Black Widow emitted a mean of 47.25 (range = 44-53) total vocalizations in the 

baseline phase, 47.16 (range = 45-52) in the task clarification phase, and 36.8 

(range = 35-40) in the video modeling phase. She emitted a mean of 3.25 (range = 

0-6) total actions in the baseline phase, 17.33 (range = 15-21) in the task 

clarification phase, and 12.8 (range = 10-20) in the video modeling phase. Black 

Widow was unavailable for follow-up probes.  

Social Validity 

 Social validity scores were gathered at the conclusion of the study using a 

Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. Captain Marvel 

and Gamora responded similarly on the social validity survey. Captain Marvel 
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responded to 11/17 of the questions with ‘strongly agree’ (e.g., I feel more 

confident playing with children with autism now compared to before the training) 

and 3/17 questions with ‘somewhat agree’ (e.g., I liked watching the video 

models). Further, 2/17 questions were not applicable to Captain Marvel (i.e., 

receiving feedback). Gamora responded to 9/17 questions with ‘strongly agree’ 

(e.g., the training procedures led to improvements in my skills) and 3/17 questions 

with ‘somewhat agree’ (e.g., the training took an acceptable amount of time to 

complete). 4/17 questions were not applicable to Gamora (i.e., receiving feedback 

and questions related to working with children). Black Widow responded to 13/17 

of the questions on the questionnaire. Of those questions, she responded to 3/13 

with ‘somewhat agree’ (e.g., I would want to receive training similar to this on 

other play behaviors in the future), 4/13 with ‘somewhat disagree’ (e.g., the 

training procedures led to improvements in my skills), 3/13 with ‘strongly disagree’ 

(e.g., the training took an acceptable amount of time to complete), and 3/13 with 

‘not applicable’ (e.g., I feel more confident playing with children with autism now 

compared to before the training). All participants responded that the training 

procedures did not cause them stress or anxiety.  

Discussion 

 Overall, the findings of this study were not robust. There was no effect on 

the dependent variable for participant 4, Thor, who was dropped from the study. 
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The results for the other three participants were variable, reflecting that the 

intervention was not consistently effective. The following discusses our findings 

and what we observed during the course of the study.  

 Prior research has shown that video modeling alone can be effective in 

changing behavior. Neef and colleagues (1991) found that video modeling alone 

was sufficient to increase the target behaviors of respite care providers. They were 

able to increase the behaviors of preparation, daily routines, behavior management, 

physical/medical management, and emergencies. The only target behavior that did 

not increase was that of parent interaction. Catania and colleagues (2009) found 

that video modeling alone increased the target behavior of their participants. Their 

research supported the use of video modeling to train practitioners to implement 

DTI procedures (Catania et al., 2009). Vladescu and colleagues (2012) used video 

modeling with voiceover instruction to train staff to implement DTI. Deliperi and 

colleagues (2015) implemented video modeling with voiceover instruction to train 

staff to conduct a paired-stimulus preference assessment.  

 Prior research has also supported the use of video modeling and additional 

interventions to change behavior. Loughrey and colleagues (2013) conducted a 

study investigating the effectiveness of video modeling, prompting, and feedback 

to increase employees’ offerings of credit card accounts to customers in a retail 

setting. A study by Nielsen and colleagues (2009) revealed idiosyncratic results 

wherein the phases (i.e., informational, video scoring, and feedback) affected the 
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participants’ behavior differently. Additionally, Williams and Gallinat (2011) used 

video modeling of the participants themselves and other individuals to assess the 

effectiveness of observers evaluating specific sets of teaching skill performances.  

 The current study experienced a ceiling effect wherein the participants may 

have exhibited high baseline scores. All participants had prior exposure to working 

with children. Future studies should examine the effect of the intervention on 

participants with little to no prior experience working with children and who 

exhibit low rates of baseline responding.  

Although there has been research to support the use of video modeling in 

teaching children how to play (MacManus et al., 2015), there has been no prior 

research investigating the effects of video modeling on adult play behavior. Our 

results indicate that video modeling alone is not sufficient to increase adult play 

behavior. Future research should look at other interventions such as video modeling 

+ feedback and behavioral skills training (BST). The following discusses what was 

observed during the research process.  

Object Substitution 

 A source of variability we observed during the study was that of object 

substitution. Champlin and Schissler (2017) describe object substitution during 

play as labeling the item being played with as a different item which changes the 

original function of the item itself (e.g., taking a rolling pin and using it as a 
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sword). According to Champlin and Schissler (2017), this type of play falls under 

abstract play and usually appears in typically developing children between the ages 

of 18 and 30-months.  

 Object substitution was a source of variability because each time the 

participant gave the toy a different label, this changed the function of the toy, thus 

changing the action of the toy. This was mainly observed when the participants 

were playing with the wooden blocks. Some of the functions we observed included 

labeling the blocks as computers, food, telephones, fish, cars, and furniture. Some 

of these labels were modeled in the video model such as cars and furniture, but 

others were not such as computers, food, telephones, and fish. The wooden blocks 

aligned with Smith and Jones’ (2011) description of what commonly substituted 

toys look like: simple, geometrically similar objects which have minimal details on 

their surface. The wooden blocks lack certain features which exert stimulus control 

over specific responses. Whereas certain toys such as a baby bottle may evoke the 

behaviors of bringing the bottle to a doll’s mouth, tilting the bottle as if to feed the 

baby, and shaking the bottle on one’s wrist, the appearance and structure of the 

blocks allowed the therapist to generate multiple functions for the wooden blocks.  

Object substitution is important for therapists to incorporate into their play 

because it leads to advanced thinking and reasoning (Barton & Wolery, 2010). 

Further, Smith and Jones (2011) argue that object substitution is the form of 

symbolic play which relates the most to future language development. Similarly, if 
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a child does not demonstrate object substitution, this would be a marker for 

language delays (Smith & Jones, 2011). This is because language is required to 

complete object substitution. The language aspect of object substitution points to 

the need to teach simultaneous vocalizations concurrently with abstract play 

(Champlin & Schissler, 2017).  

Unexpected Outcomes  

 This study resulted in many unexpected outcomes while working with 

typically developing adults. One participant in particular engaged in unexpected 

behaviors throughout the duration of her time in the study. This participant made 

inappropriate vocalizations during some of her sessions and asked the researchers 

about the dependent variables of the study multiple times. 

 The inappropriate vocalizations this participant made included one session 

in which the participant was playing with the train set. The participant lined up the 

wooden people included in the train set materials and asked the confederate child 

which wooden person had the most privilege. The participant had the confederate 

child point to the white male wooden person and say the white male has the most 

privilege. During a separate session, while playing with the blocks, the participant 

and confederate child were building a fence. The participant talked about how they 

should put all the racist people inside the fence. During another separate session, 

the same participant and the confederate child were building a city. The participant 
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stated that they were building New York City. The confederate child accidentally 

bumped one of the structures causing it to fall over. The participant then stated to 

be careful, that they didn’t want another 9/11 to happen. The confederate child 

engaged in appropriate behaviors as described for the confederate child role (i.e., 

did not respond to the question) for all of these instances.  

 The vocalizations described above were not appropriate to say while 

playing with a child. The premise of the environment the participant was in was 

that she was playing with a child. Skinner’s description of verbal behavior and 

audience control can offer an explanation for why the participant made 

inappropriate vocalizations (Skinner, 1957). The appearance of the audience can 

affect behavior (Skinner, 1957). Skinner (1957) also discussed that audiences can 

be a reinforcer and different audiences control different repertoires. Even though 

the environment was contrived so that the participant believed to be playing with a 

child with autism, the confederate child was an adult. The visual of the confederate 

child actually being an adult could have controlled the participant’s inappropriate 

vocalizations wherein the participant meant to talk with an adult audience, not a 

child audience.  

 This same participant asked the researchers to provide hints as to what the 

dependent variables were multiple times throughout the duration of her time in the 

study. Towards the beginning of her time in the study, the participant approached 

the research assistant who was this participant’s confederate child during session. 
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The participant proceeded to apologize to the research assistant by stating she was 

sorry for not being a good teacher. This was the initial indication that this 

participant did not know the dependent variables of the study. The research 

assistant felt uncomfortable by this interaction because she did not want to indicate 

what the dependent variables to the study actually were.  

 When the participant said this to the research assistant, it correlated with 

what the participant was actually doing during her sessions. While in session, the 

participant placed many demands on the confederate child and redirected the 

confederate child to engage with her instead of engaging in stereotypy. The 

participant’s rate of demands varied from session to session as well as how long the 

participant would wait for the confederate child to do something or to answer a 

question. After asking what the confederate child wanted to do, the participant 

would wait for a longer period of time before engaging with the toys. Waiting for 

the confederate child to spontaneously engage in behavior demonstrates the need 

for the study at hand. Some adults, such as this participant, do not know how to 

interact with children. As discussed at the beginning of this manuscript, play 

behavior is important to children’s development (Sutton-Smith, 1995). However, 

children with ASD do not engage in appropriate play behavior (Taylor, Levin, & 

Jasper, 1999; Wolfberg, 2009). Adults can teach children how to play appropriately 

and that requires those adults to be creative to be able to model appropriate play 
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behavior (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007). Thus, waiting for the child to respond 

would be suboptimal behavior in a real life situation.  

Other times the participant would tell the child to go play or start playing. 

Providing an instruction to a child with ASD to go play is not an optimal strategy 

either. Krantz and McClannahan (1993) discuss that spontaneous vocalizations and 

initiations are important skills for children with ASD in order to interact, including 

play, with others. The instructions for being the confederate child included not 

engaging with the toys unless the participant said to perform a specific action (e.g., 

place the square block on the rectangle block) or modeled the action, or the 

MotivAider went off indicating to the confederate child that it was time to engage 

in motor stereotypy. When the participant instructed the child to go play and the 

confederate child didn’t do anything, the participant would wait for a long period of 

time before engaging with the toys. This led to variability within her data paths on 

the graph, which delayed her being able to switch conditions.    

 Towards the end of her time in the study, the same participant approached 

the primary researcher after sessions had been run for the day. The participant 

jokingly asked the primary researcher to blink her right eye if she wanted more 

generalization from the participant and to blink her left eye if she wanted more 

differentiation from the participant. The primary researcher laughed it off and 

stated she couldn’t discuss certain details of the study with the participant. This 
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confirmed that the participant still did not know the dependent variables of the 

study, but this unfortunately led to variability within the participant’s data.  

 This unexpected outcome was due to reactivity; which refers to participants 

knowing they are participating in a study (Kazdin, 2011). Not only did this 

participant know she was participating in a study, but she has also studied research 

methods. This knowledge may have led to her continually seeking the dependent 

variables of the study she was participating in. These events are also the product of 

using deception. Indirect deception refers to researchers not completely revealing 

the goal(s) of the study to the participant(s) (Boynton, Portnoy, & Johnson, 2013). 

The researchers did not reveal to the participants that the true goal of the study was 

to increase adult play behavior. This deception set-up the environment so that there 

was potentially more opportunity for reactivity because the dependent variables 

were unknown.  

 If the participants had known the dependent variables, many of these 

behaviors discussed may not have occurred. Instead, the participants may have 

engaged in high levels of play behavior. They may have engaged in high levels of 

play behavior due to knowing the dependent variables in addition to knowing they 

were participating in a research study. They could have been affected by participant 

bias wherein they could be trying to behave in a way they believe the researcher 

wants them to behave.  
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Lack of Fluency: An Idiosyncrasy 

 Gamora demonstrated idiosyncratic behavior compared to the other three 

participants. Gamora has worked with children in a clinical setting in the past. 

Recently, she has not been working with children. Out of all the participants, 

Gamora showed less fluency with the toys and video model schemas when 

compared to the other participants. Fluency refers to the ability to perform a 

behavior with a high degree of accuracy and speed (Kubina, 2005). Gamora 

attempted to demonstrate what the video model was portraying, but she lacked 

fluency in being able to do so quickly. It took her much longer to execute the play 

schemas, which resulted in lower variability scores.  

 Gamora also differed from the other participants in how she played. When 

she engaged with the toys, whether it was after watching the video model or not 

watching the video model, she separated her vocalizations and her motor actions. In 

other words, she would say a vocalization and then perform a motor action. She 

typically did not put vocalizations and motor actions together at the same time. 

This also contributed to lower scores of variability within play behavior. The 

behavior of separating vocalizations and motor actions does not benefit developing 

play behavior, this behavior is actually a marker for language delays (Champlin & 

Schissler, 2017). Due to this, vocalizations and motor actions should be emitted 

together (Champlin & Schissler, 2017).  
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Unplanned Generalization 

When designing this study, we attempted to choose toys that were 

functionally different from each other. We thought that how one would play with 

trains would be different when compared to how one would play with blocks, Little 

People, and Play Doh. We did this in an attempt to ensure experimental control, in 

other words, that the behaviors modeled in the video models for each tier would not 

generalize to other tiers (Kazdin, 2011). We did not want the video model for trains 

to affect the play behavior for blocks, Little People, or Play Doh. What was 

actually observed during the study was a lack of experimental control, thus 

resulting in generalization across tiers and generalization of how the participants 

were playing with the toys.  

Variability refers to the extent to which multiple measures of behavior yield 

different outcomes (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). The participant’s variability 

of play behavior was increasing, but the participant was not imitating the actions 

and vocalizations modeled in the video model across tiers. The participant was only 

demonstrating higher frequency of variability of play behavior. For Black Widow, 

we observed increases in her variability of play behavior across tier 3 when she 

watched the video model for tier 1, an increase in play behavior in tier 1 when the 

video model was introduced in tier 2, and increases across all tiers when the video 

model for tier 3 was introduced.  
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 Additionally, there were some instances in which there was generalization 

of the actual vocalizations and actions the participant was engaging in. The 

participant was generalizing what she was watching in the video model to other 

tiers. In the case of Gamora, there was an increase in play behavior across all tiers 

when the video model for tier 1 was introduced and another increase in play 

behavior across all tiers when the video model for tier 2 was introduced. Although 

we designed the study so that the modeled play behaviors could not be generalized 

to other tiers, Gamora incorporated what she watched in the video model across 

tiers.  

Unexpected Novel Play Behavior 

Even when there was increased variability of the participant’s play behavior 

after watching the video model, the participant’s play behavior was not always 

novel. Black Widow rarely engaged in the modeled play behaviors after watching 

the video model. Instead, she engaged in novel play behaviors that were not 

modeled in the video model. These play behaviors included being in an office when 

playing with blocks and building a train when playing with the train set.  

Vocalizations versus Play Actions 

We observed across all participants that vocalizations occurred at a higher 

frequency than play actions. Many participants spoke during the session to either 
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ask questions of the confederate child or place demands on the confederate child. 

Sometimes participants instructed the confederate child to engage in play behavior 

and then talked while the confederate child was engaging with the toys, but the 

participant did not manipulate the toys themselves. We also observed that some 

participants would narrate what the confederate child was doing. It was observed 

that it seemed easier for the participants to say many different vocalizations 

compared to manipulating the toys in different ways. This trend continued even 

after the video models were introduced. In other words, even when multiple play 

actions were modeled for the participant, the participant still demonstrated a higher 

frequency of vocalizations compared to play actions. This is an important 

distinction to discuss because not all children with autism make vocalizations. Even 

if those children do not vocalize, they need to learn other skills, which may help 

them in the future to make vocalizations. This is exemplified by Orr and Geva 

(2015), who found that the frequency of babbling is correlated with the frequency 

of multi-object play and multi-object sequences. This is where the variability in 

how the participant manipulates the toys demonstrates importance. A therapist 

working with children who have autism, hence the participants in this situation, 

needs to be able to demonstrate a variety of ways in which to manipulate objects in 

order to teach the child multiple ways to interact with that object.  

 As mentioned before, sometimes the participants would wait on the 

confederate child to interact with the toys before playing with the toys themselves. 
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With sessions only 3 min each, this decreased the amount of time the participant 

had to demonstrate their ability to interact with the toys. We observed that the 

participants were attempting to engage in a Natural Environment Teaching (NET) 

model wherein the therapist takes the lead of the child on how to play (Carbone, 

2017). This refers to the therapist attempting to gain the interest of the child in the 

toy that is available and then waits to see how the child will interact with the toy. 

Once the child begins to interact with the toy, the therapist will follow the lead of 

the child in how the toy is being played with. Since the confederate child was not 

interacting with the toys on her own, there were instances wherein the participant 

and confederate child sat at the table during session not doing anything.  

 This observation is still important, though, as it informs the researchers that 

there are one or multiple variables occurring. It could be that the participant does 

not know the dependent variables of the study, the participant requires training in 

NET, and/or the NET training the participant received was not enough. Even in 

NET when a toy has been identified that the child is interested in, it is appropriate 

for the therapist (participant) to play with the toy in his/her own way (Champlin & 

Schissler, 2017). Champlin and Schissler (2017) discuss that a systematic approach 

involving direct teaching strategies and explicit instruction is a supported method to 

teach and increase play behavior among children. Researchers have found that the 

play behavior of children with ASD increases when they are taught how to play 

through this type of direct instruction (Ingersoll & Schreibman, 2006; Stahmer, 
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1995; Wong, Kasari, Freeman, & Paparella, 2007). Relating back to the current 

study, there was already a toy picked out and the confederate child would comply 

with any specific demand and would not engage in problem behavior. The 

conditions were designed this way as to provide ample opportunity for the 

participant to engage with the toy as much as possible and in a variety of ways.   

Limitations and Future Directions 

One There are internal validity threats to this design. History was a threat to 

this design. History refers to the learning history each participant will have prior to 

beginning the study (Johnston & Pennypacker, 2009). The researchers cannot 

change what has occurred in the past, but they are able to combat this threat. For 

this study, the researchers minimized this threat by conducting a pre-experimental 

assessment. This assessment is described below and helped the researchers 

determine which stimulus set(s) are unknown to each participant.  

Instrumentation may have been an internal threat to this study. 

Instrumentation refers to the possibility that measurement operations may change 

over time, thus affecting the data (Johnston & Pennypacker, 2009). Measurement 

of the behaviors did not change over time. Observer drift may have occurred due to 

the primary researcher collecting data and knowing which condition each 

participant was in. Observer drift could have occurred as well with the secondary 
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researcher conducting IOA measurements. This researcher was not blind to each 

condition the participant was in either.  

Threats to experimental control were minimized by making the stimulus 

sets as different from each other as possible to prevent generalization of play 

behavior across stimulus sets. For instance, the specific actions and vocalizations 

associated with superhero play were different than those of Play-doh or 

construction play. 

Other threats to internal validity include maturation effects, testing, 

selection biases, and attrition. Maturation effects were not a threat to this study 

because the study did not last for an extended period of time. In addition, the 

staggered nature of the multiple baseline allowed us to examine whether time alone 

affected behavior, because some tiers remained in baseline while others were 

exposed to the intervention. Testing refers to exposing participants to the same 

conditions repeatedly and seeing a change in behavior as a result. However, as with 

maturation effects, the continued collection of baseline data in conditions that are 

not in treatment rule out testing as an explanation for any observed change in 

behavior after the intervention has been introduced, assuming behavior does not 

change in the untreated conditions. Selection biases were not a threat because each 

participant served as her own control. Similarly, attrition was not a threat to this 

design because the intervention was staggered across categories of responses, not 

across participants.  
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A limitation to this study was an unsuccessful task clarification. The task 

clarification phase of this study, which was meant to prompt the participant that the 

researchers were collecting data on play behavior, did not seem to serve that 

purpose. This proved to be an uncontrolled source of variability among the 

participants. We did not inform the participants of what we were collecting data on. 

All participants were under the assumption that the study was simply looking at 

interactions between adults and children. We did not plan to implement any further 

task clarification as an antecedent manipulation because we hypothesized that the 

vocal verbal prompt in the task clarification phase and the video models would 

suffice as an intervention to increase adult play behavior.  

 Given that the participants did not know the dependent variables of the 

study, their performance was variable throughout the study. This limitation was 

made more salient by one participant apologizing to the confederate child for not 

doing a good job teaching, the same participant requesting the lead researcher to 

blink her right eye for more generalization of skills from the video model or blink 

her left eye for more differentiation, and by another participant admitting that she 

had no idea what the study was about. Their behavior during sessions was quite 

comparable to a pigeon in a Skinner box engaging in multiple, varying responses 

attempting to come in contact with some sort of consequence (Berlyne, 1966).  

 The analogy to a pigeon in a Skinner box leads to another limitation of this 

study. There was no immediate positive or negative consequence when the 
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participant finished each session. The participants did not contact reinforcement or 

punishment, and two of the three participants did not receive feedback. The lack of 

a consequence contributed to the participants engaging in multiple types of 

behaviors that were not the intended target behaviors.  

Increasing the variability of adult play behavior is important for the 

development of children, including cognition and memory skills, school readiness, 

literacy development, social interaction skills, social competence, self-regulation, 

emotional control, fine and gross motor skills, and self-help skills (Baron-Cohen, 

1987; Casby, 2003; Lifter et al., 2005; Rowe, 2010). The acquisition of these skills 

allows children to learn appropriate contingencies for a desired consequence which 

decreases unwanted or challenging behavior (Lang et al., 2009). Increased 

variability of adult play behaviors may lead to therapists feeling more comfortable 

working with children with autism.  

Video modeling has been a successful tool used to teach desired behaviors 

(Catania et al., 2009; Deliperi et al., 2015; Digennaro-Reed et al., 2010; Loughrey 

et al., 2013; Neef et al., 1991; Nielsen et al., 2009; Vladescu et al., 2012; Williams 

& Gallinat, 2011; Winett et al., 1988). Future studies could look at implementing 

BST, task clarification, feedback, or multiple interventions. Future research could 

conduct a component analysis to determine if BST, task clarification, feedback, or a 

combination in addition to video models improves variability of adult play 

behavior. Additionally, future research could assess the impact of adult play 
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behavior acquisition training on the therapist’s performance working with a child 

with autism. As the results of this study were not robust and there is little research 

regarding adult play behavior, the opportunity for more research on adult play 

behavior is abundant.  
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Table 1 

Stimulus sets (toys) with examples of actions and vocalizations 

 

Stimulus Set Action Examples Vocalization Examples 

Play-Doh 

Roll out the Play-Doh with the 

roller 

“I’m going to roll out the 

Play-Doh so I can make some 

animals.” 

Use the one animal mold 

cutter 

“Look! I’m making a _______ 

(Animal)!” 

Roll the Play-Doh with hand 
“I think I’m goig to build a 

house for the animals.” 

Letters 

Place magnetic letters on 

board spelling out name 

“This is how to spell my 

name!” 

Spell out the alphabet Sings ABCs 

Group all colors together 
“All of these letters are the 

same color, red!” 

Train Set 

Roll train on track “Choo Choo!” 

Connect tracks to a bridge 
“Now the train can go over 

the water!” 

Place building by train tracks 
“This building can be where 

the train yard is.” 

Action Figures 

Move figure through the air “Iron Man is flying!” 

Move figure towards another 

figure 

“I’m going to get you 

Thanos!” 

Move figure side to side like 

shaking 

“Look out Gamora! He’s 

coming!” 
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Figure 1. The Effect of video modeling on Captain Marvel’s play behavior.  

6 week 
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Figure 2. The effect of video modeling on Gamora’s play behavior. 

6 week 
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Figure 3. The effect of video modeling on Black Widow’s play behavior.  
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Appendix A  

Sample Play Script and Data Sheet 

 

Boatman Thesis: Adult Play Behavior 

Participant: SG1            SG2                SG3              SG4               SG5              

VM 

 

UNSCRIPTED SCRIPTED 

Session #: LITTLE PEOPLE: ZOO 

1 Minute Intervals Additional Play Ideas/Activities: 

1 2 3 o Going to zoo after their 

wedding 

M: 

V: 

M: 

V: 

M: 

V: 

o Taking wedding pictures at the 

zoo 

Total Variability Frequency: M: o Animals attend the wedding 

                        V: o Children going to the zoo 

 o Play hide and seek 

 o A new animal comes to the zoo 

and has to make friends 

 o One animal gets sick and the 

vet has to visit the animal 

 o The animals host a party 

 PLACING ANIMALS ON PLAY SET 

 Whoa, we’re at the zoo today 

 I see a penguin, a polar bear, and a seal 

up here 

 I think they go up here in the snow and 

the cold. 

 It’s so cold!  

 *Shivers like it’s cold 

 “Shiver like it’s cold” 

 Here’s a polar bear, we’re gunna go up 

here 

 *Pretends polar bear walks up to white 

part of toy set 

 Ooo, press down! (child presses 

penguin nest) 
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 Over here, we have the monkey, the 

tiger, and the toucan 

 *Grab tiger and move it in the air while 

saying Roar 

 “Roar like the tiger” 

 We can put the tiger up here 

 *Places tiger on tree on toy set 

 We have the gorilla 

  Bang your chest like a gorilla! 

 *Bangs chest like gorilla 

 

 The gorilla can go in here because 

there’re like monkeys and they like to 

swing 

 *Places gorilla in swing part of toy set 

 *Pushes swing so it moves 

 We have the lion that’s on this one, so 

we can put the lion over here 

 “Rawr” 

 *Moves hand in air in claw-like motion 

 FEED ANIMALS 

 *Moves security guard like he’s talking 

 Oh my goodness, it’s time for the 

animals to have lunch 

  Would you like to help me feed them? 

 Okay, choose a person to be 

 Awesome, let’s go kid 

 *Pretend like little people figures are 

walking to the toy set 

 Let’s go feed the animals 

 Whoa, it’s a lion.  

 Be careful now! 

 *Pretend little people figures are 

feeding the animals 

 “nom, nom, nom” 

 Good job mr. lion 

 We’re going to go over here and gives 

the whales some fishies 
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 *Action like the little people figures 

are flinging fish to the whales 

 “Whoosh, Whoosh” (while feeding 

whales) 

 ANIMAL ESCAPES FROM ZOO 

 Oh no! mr. tiger has escaped from the 

zoo! 

 *Grabs tiger off toy set and moves to 

edge of table to take off table, like 

hiding the tiger 

 *Hides tiger behind green door that 

moves down 

 We’re going to have to go find him! 

 Uh-oh, I wonder where mr. tiger went 

 *Takes security figure like talking 

 “Do you want to help me go find mr. 

tiger? 

 Okay, let’s go 

 Choose a person, we’re going to go 

find mr. tiger 

 Alright, now be super duper careful 

because tigers can bite you and they 

have really long claws so we gotta be 

super careful 

 Alright here we go 

 Shhhhhhh 

 *Holds up finger to mouth to shhhh 

 *walks over to toy set 

 “Is mr. tiger with the whales? 

 Oh, he’s not with the whales 

 Oh it’s a lion, is that a tiger? 

 No, it’s a lion 

 Oooo, what’s in here? 

 *moves little people figure to look 

inside hole in tree 

 “Is that a lion? 

 Noooo, it’s a piggy 

 Oink, oink 

 Okay, okay, here we go, here we go 
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 *move little people towards green door 

that goes down 

 *move the play set door so the tiger is 

exposed 

 “Oh no! There’s the tiger! 

 We found him! We found mr tiger! 

 High-five! 

 *Pretend little people figures give each 

other high-fives 
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Appendix B 

Treatment Fidelity 

Date: ________ Session #s: __________Condition: ___________ 
 

Therapist: ______________ Treatment Fidelity Collector: ____________ 

 Session: Session: Session: 

 Stim Set: Stim Set: Stim Set: 

General Procedures Cond: Cond: Cond: 

Did the researcher have the correct materials 

ready for session? (Appropriate toys, camera, 

datasheets, etc.) 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher start the timer when stating the 

SD? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher leave the room after stating the 

SD? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher run the session for the full 3 

minutes? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the confederate child engage in behaviors 

typical of that of a child with autism? (i.e., look at 

objects out of corner of eye, line toys up, etc.) 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher end the session after 3 

minutes? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher give a break to the participant? Yes No Yes No Yes No 

 Yes No Yes No Yes No 

TOTAL per Block:      /7      /7      /7 

Baseline & Probe Procedures    

(BASELINE 1) Did the researcher say “Go 

interact with the child”? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

(TASK CLARIFICATION) Did the researcher 

say “Try to play some more”?  
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

(BASELINE 1 & TASK CLARIFICATION) 

Did the researcher provide feedback after ending 

the session? (Should be NO) 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

(NAT GEN PROBE) Was there a real child 

present? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

(TOY GEN PROBE) Was the correct stimulus 

set presented? (i.e., DC characters, kinetic sand, 

dinosaur world) 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

       

TOTAL per Block:     /5     /5    /5 

Teaching Procedures    

Did the researcher show the correct video model? Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Did the researcher say “Go interact with the 

child”?  
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
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Did the researcher provide feedback after ending 

the session? (Should be NO) 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

 Yes No Yes No Yes No 

TOTAL per Block:     /3      /3     /3 

    

  Yes No Yes No Yes No 

 Yes No Yes No Yes No 

 Yes No Yes No Yes No 

TOTAL per Block:     /3     /3     /3 

TOTOAL / / / 
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Appendix C 

Social Validity Questionnaire for Participants 

 
You have recently completed a series of trainings using video modeling and other training 

methods to teach you how to play with different toys. These methods are commonly used 

in behavior analysis. Please evaluate the training procedures by answering the following 

questions. Check the box that best describes your agreement or disagreement with each 

statement.  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Not 

Applicable 

The play behaviors I 

learned are important 

to my work with 

children with autism. 

     

The play behaviors I 

learned are important 

for interacting and 

playing with typically 

developing children. 

     

The training 

procedures led to 

improvements in my 

skills. 

     

The training 

procedures were 

enjoyable. 

     

The training 

procedures caused me 

stress or anxiety. 

     

The training took an 

acceptable amount of 

time to complete. 

     

I felt comfortable 

during the training 

sessions. 

     

This training will help 

me improve my 

sessions with children 

with autism  
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What were the best parts of the training that you would definitely recommend keeping? 

 

 

What were the worst parts of the training that you would definitely recommend changing? 

 

 

Is there any other feedback you would like to provide? 

 

 

The video models I 

watched were an 

appropriate length. 

     

The video models I 

watched included 

sufficient information 

for me to learn the 

skill. 

     

The feedback sessions 

were helpful in 

improving my skills. 

     

I liked watching the 

video models. 
     

I felt comfortable 

during the feedback 

sessions. 

     

I would recommend 

this training to others. 
     

I would want to 

receive training 

similar to this on other 

play behaviors in the 

future. 

     

I feel more confident 

playing with children 

with autism now 

compared to before 

the training. 

     

I feel more confident 

playing with typically 

developing children 

now compared to 

before the training. 

     


